If we do not have what you’re looking
for, let us know and we can have
another library send it over for you!

All the Lovely Bad Ones: A Ghost
Story
JF Hahn, Mary Downing
While spending the summer at their
grandmother's Vermont inn, two
prankster siblings awaken young ghosts
from the inn's distant past who refuse to
"rest in peace."
Grades 4-7

Half-Minute Horrors
JF Half
An anthology of very short, scary
stories by an assortment of authors and
illustrators Edited by Susan Rich.
Grades 4-8

Bunnicula : A Rabbit Tale of Mystery*
JF Howe, Deborah
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog,
Chester the cat tries to warn his human
family that their foundling baby bunny
must be a vampire.
Grades 3-5

Scary
Stories

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark*
JF Schwartz, Alvin
Stories of ghosts and witches, "jump"
stories, scary songs, and modern-day
scary stories.
Grades 3-5

Dying to Meet You*
JF Klise, Kate
In this story told mostly through letters,
children's book author, I. B. Grumply,
gets more than he bargained for when
he rents a quiet place to write for the
summer.
Grades 4-6

Cirque du Freak*
JF Shan, Darren
Two boys visit an illegal freak show,
where an encounter with a vampire and
a deadly spider forces them to make life
-changing choices.
Grades 4-8
Trick or Trap *
JF Stine, R.L.
On Halloween, Scott and Amanda plan
to get revenge on their bullies by luring
them into a supposedly haunted house
filled with traps, but soon the house has
plans of its own.
Grades 3-5

The Ride of Your Life* JF Night, P.J.
While visiting her friend Sydney,
Gabby and her pal head to a carnival,
but when strange things start to happen,
it becomes obvious to Gabby that this
carnival is not what it seems.
Grades 4-6

Killer Pizza : A Novel*
JF Taylor, Greg
While working in a local pizza parlor,
three teenagers are recruited by an
underground organization of monster
hunters.
Grades 5-8

Uncle Montague's Tales of Terror
JF Priestley, Chris
During a visit to his eccentric Uncle
Montague to hear several grisly tales
behind the unique artifacts in his
collection, Edgar discovers the truth
about his uncle's past.
Grades 5-8
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The Wolves of Willoughby Chase
JF Aiken, Joan
Bonnie, Sylvia and Simon face many
adventures when their governess sends
them to stay with her brutal sister.
Grades 3-5

The House With A Clock In Its Walls*
JF Bellairs, John
A boy goes to live with his magician
uncle in a mansion that has a clock
hidden in the walls which is ticking off
the minutes until doomsday. Grades 3-5

Gilda Joyce, Psychic Investigator*
JF Allison, Jennifer
Gilda Joyce invites herself to the San
Francisco mansion of her distant cousin
where she uses her psychic abilities and
detective skills to solve the mystery of
the mansion's boarded-up tower.
Grades 5-9

Skeleton Man*
JF Bruchac, Joseph
After her parents disappear and she is
turned over to the care of a strange
"great-uncle", Molly must rely on her
dreams about an old Mohawk story for
her safety and maybe even for her life.
Grades 3-5

Skellig
JF Almond, David
Unhappy about his baby sister's illness
and the moving into an old dilapidated
house, Michael retreats to the garage
and finds a mysterious stranger who is
something like a bird and something like
an angel.
Grades 5-9

JF Buckingham, Royce
Timid 12-year-old Teddy Mathews and
his mother move to a small, remote
desert town, where the tree next door,
mutated by nuclear waste, eats children
and the friends Teddy makes turn out to
be dead.
Grades 5-8

Golden & Grey: (an Unremarkable
Boy and a Rather Remarkable
Ghost)*
JF Arnold, Louise
When a downhearted ghost becomes
friends with an 11-year-old boy who is
an outcast in his new school, the two
help each other find their place in their
respective worlds.
Grades 3-5

The Dreadful Revenge of Ernest
Gallen
JF Collier, James Lincoln
When Eugene starts hearing a voice
inside his head telling him to do awful
things, it leads him to look into his
small town's past, and to discover
long-hidden secrets about his neighbors
and his town.
Grades 5-8

The Seer of Shadows
JF Avi
14-year-old Horace becomes entangled
in a plot to create fake photographs, but
when he accidentally frees the real ghost
of a dead girl bent on revenge, his life
takes a frightening turn.
Grades 3-7

The Witches
JF Dahl, Roald
A young boy and his grandmother, an
expert on witches, together foil a
witches' plot to destroy the world's
children by turning them into mice.
Grades 3-5

The Dead Boys

Revenge of the Witch*
JF Delaney, Joseph
Young Tom, the 7th son of a 7th son,
starts work as an apprentice for the
village spook, whose job is to protect
ordinary folk from "ghouls, boggarts,
and all manner of wicked beasties.”
Grades 5-8
The Graveyard Book
JF Gaiman, Neil
After the grisly murder of his entire
family, a toddler wanders into a
graveyard where the ghosts and other
supernatural residents agree to raise
him as one of their own. Grades 5 +
A Tale Dark & Grimm*
JF Gidwitz, Adam
Hansel and Gretel walk out of their own
story and into other tales, encountering
witches, along with kindly strangers
and other helpful folk.
Grades 3 +
Vampire Island* JF Griffin, Adele
Maddy, Lexie, and Hudson, who are
vampire-fruit bat hybrids, struggle to
adjust to living as humans in New York
City while maintaining their individual
vampire strengths.
Grades 3-7

